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Tank Universal creates a huge virtual 'Tron-like' world where you take part in immense 3D tank battles involving scores of units
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Not a perfect game but playable if you have no other better games. What a waste of time. Rating: 0.0/10.0. I would recommend
this game. I just played it all the way through and do not regret it. It is kinda slow when you have to travel long distances. Other
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than that it kept me entertained for about 6-8 hours straight.. This game's graphics are stretched, looks like it was designede for
800x600. It scales badly to 1920x1080 let alone anything higher. The game is also synced to 30 fps which is slow even for old
classic games. Better would be to track display redraw rates.. Game sucks and even at .50 cents still sucks.Slow moving graphics
mess it up.Could have done a better job myself on the game.Seriousy.Typical polygon graphics.. Its Dam Good. You're probably
reading this because you liked the tank scenes in the movie Tron. Not coincidentally, Meridian4 made Tank Universal because
THEY liked the tank scenes in Tron. And I bought it because I like the. well, you know. And it definitely has a certain Tron
vibe, only instead of Jeff Bridges, the protagonist is a bored, incapacitated old man. Compelling! Am I glad I bought it? Yes,
because now I don't have to wonder if I was missing out on something great. So IS Tank Universal great? No. Is it worth your
time as a die-hard Tron fan? Possibly. And if you've never seen Tron? Less, um. possibly. Ask yourself: " Do I enjoy Tron-
inspired games where the primary mechanic is mentally calculating how to hit moving targets from a moving vehicle on sloped
sufaces with a relatively slow-moving projectile that is affected by gravity (even though the existance of gravity in a digital
world makes no sense)? " If the answer is "yes" and you have $5 to spare, buy Tank Universal. But also ask yourself: " Am I
deeply annoyed by incoherent/irrelevant storylines, especially when I'm forced to endure them in lengthy, unskippable
cinematics? " " Do my eyes roll back into my head during tedious, unnecessary travel sequences through static environments
with no interaction? " " Do I have a hard time letting go of my nagging sensation that a game, for some unknown reason, isn't as
good as it could have been? " " Did I hate Tron? " If the answer is "yes" to any of these, consider passing over Tank Universal.
Maybe the tank moved a little too slugishly, or maybe the upgrading & leveling system lacked the right incentives or rewards. I
could never figure it out. The game always felt like off-brand Legos: that kind that fit together, though not quite right, and never
with that secure, satisfying "click" of precision. Don't get me wrong, it's still fun, but why didn't Grandma just buy EXACTLY
what I WROTE on my *** **** LIST!?!? Sorry, I'm thinking of my 9th birthday.. This game is example of eye cancer, your
eyes will bleed from tron-like graphics set in seizure color theme, avoid at all cost.
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